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STYLISTICS -- LANGUAGE AND ART

▸ Key Questions for self-quizzing before and after.  

▸ What is stylistics? 

▸ How do we define literature? 

▸ What is foregrounding? 

▸ What are some word play tropes? 

▸ How do you power to use repetition?

Main ! Point 
With stylistics, we analyze literature from the perspective of 
linguistics. We see how artists and writers use phonetics, 
syntax, semantics, and discourse tricks in word-art, 
advertising, news, and politics. 

Most Quoted Poetry

• What poetry is most often quoted?

Shakespeare

Shall I compare thee to a summers 
day  
#39

Shakespeare

Tis better to have loved and lost 
Than never to have loved at all 

#10

Alfred Lord Tennyson

To err is human; 
to forgive, divine 

#1

Alexander Pope

Define Literature

• What’s special about these texts? What 
is literature? 

• Non-literature is lowly valued writing. 

• Literature is highly valued writing. 

• A flower is a desired plant, and a weed 
an unwanted one. — Jean Aitchison

What Does Lit Do?

• Literature foregrounds features of 
language. 

• Foregrounding: "bring to the front." 

• Like a painting, the artist emphasizes 
some aspects over others.

Foregrounding Sound with Syntax

• Imagine 

• Imagine there's no heaven 

It's easy if you try 

No hell below us 

Above us only sky 

Imagine all the people living for today

Syntax, Phonology

• Imagine. It's easy if you try

Imagine only sky above us

Word Play — TROPES

• So the artist plays with syntax and sound for artistic effect. 

• Let’s look at some examples of TROPES.  

• A figure of speech 

• Twists and turns of language in artistic use.

Metaphor

• Metaphor: 

• Transfer the sense of one word to another 

• All the world’s a stage, 

• And all the men and women merely players; 

• They have their exits and their entrances 

• — William Shakespeare, As You Like It

Metaphors

• She's a heartbreaker. 

• He's got cold feet. 

• It's Greek to me.  

• A: "How's your report coming?"  

• B: "I see the light at the end of the 
tunnel."  

• We found the smoking gun.

Simile

• A simile is a type of metaphor. 

• We compare ideas or things using the 
word “as” or a word like “like.”

Irony

• Verbal Irony 

• It's raining. I forgot my umbrella.” 
PERFECT! 

• I lost my wallet. AWESOME! 

• I failed the class. GREAT!



Repetition and Rhyme

• More subtle forms of rhyme.  

• Look at these names. 

• William Zanzinger 

• (Poor) Hattie Carroll 

• The final syllables (sounds) are unstressed. 

• This is called feminine rhyme. 

Repetition and Rhyme

William Zanzinger killed poor Hattie Carroll 

With a cane that he twirled around his diamond ring finger 

At a Baltimore hotel society gath’rin’ 

And the cops were called in and his weapon took from him 

All lines use feminine rhymes. 

Hattie Carrol

• Every line ended with a feminine rhyme: 

• William Zanzinger, who at twenty-four years 

• Owns a tobacco farm of six hundred acres 

• With rich wealthy parents who provide and protect him 

• And high office relations in the politics of Maryland

Hattie Carrol

• But the lines are not feminine rhymes, so they give emphasis 

• Take the rag away from your face 

• Now ain’t the time for your tears

Repetition

• Words 

• Sounds 

• Rhythms

Tennyson

• And sweet is every sound, 

• Sweeter thy voice, but every sound is sweet; 

• Myriads of rivulets hurrying thro' the lawn, 

• The moan of doves in immemorial elms, 

• And murmuring of innumerable bees.

Structure

• Limericks (AABBA) 

• Haiku (5-7-5) 

• Sonnets (a-b-a-b, c-d-c-d, e-f-e-f, g-g) 

• 14 lines 

• 10 syllables for each line. 

Shakespeare I (Sonnet)

• Let me not to the marriage of true minds (a) 

• Admit impediments, love is not love (b)* 

• Which alters when it alteration finds, (a) 

• Or bends with the remover to remove. (b)*

Shakespeare II (Sonnet)

• O no, it is an ever fixèd mark (c)** 

• That looks on tempests and is never shaken; (d)*** 

• It is the star to every wand'ring bark, (c)** 

• Whose worth's unknown although his height be taken. (d)*** 
• ***Feminine-rhyme-ending, eleven-syllable alternative.

Shakespeare III (Sonnet)

• Love's not time's fool, though rosy lips and cheeks (e) 

• Within his bending sickle's compass come, (f)* 

• Love alters not with his brief hours and weeks, (e) 

• But bears it out even to the edge of doom: (f)* 

• If this be error and upon me proved, (g)* 

• I never writ, nor no man ever loved. (g)*
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Let me not to the mar- -riage of  true minds A
Ad- -mit im- -ped- -i- -ments love is not love B

Which al- -ters when it al- -ter- -a- -tion finds A
Or bends with the re- -move- -er to re- -move B
O no it is an ev- -er fix- -ed mark C

That looks on tem- -pests and is ne- -ver *shaken D
It is the star to ev- -ery wand’- ring bark C

Whose worth’s un- -known al- -though his height be *taken D
Love’s not time's fool though ro- sy lips and cheeks E
With- -in his bend- -ing sick- -le’s com- -pass come F
Love al- -ters not with his brief hours and weeks E
But bears it out *even to the edge of doom F
If this be er- -ror and up- -on me proved G
I ne- -ver writ nor no man ev- -er loved G

�1

Haiku

• fu-ru-i-ke ya (5) 

• ka-wa-zu to-bi-ko-mu (7) 

• mi-zu no o-to (5) 

• Basho

Haiku English

• old pond . . . 

• a frog leaps in 

• water’s sound

Summary

• We looked at how language is used in art. 

• Highly crafted. Words are carefully chosen. 

• for meaning, rhythm, rhyme, repetition. 

• Language is pithy, concise and forceful.  

• Understanding this helps us create and enjoy art with words.  

• We also appreciate the linguistic tools of news writing and persuasion.


